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CHAPTER 1

Re-imagining Communication in Africa and the Caribbean: ‘Releasing the Psychic Inheritance’

Hopeton S. Dunn, Dumisani Moyo,
William O. Lesitaokana, and Shanade Bianca Barnabas

INTRODUCTION

Media, culture and technology, as sub-themes of this book, are interrelated fields of emerging scholarship globally. They are also sites of rapid transformation in the manner in which they are consumed by all demographic groups. The face of media has been revolutionised by the rise of the internet, mobile technology and the deconstruction of the once vaunted role of gate-keeping as an essential control on content...
dissemination. Cultural norms are now under renewed scrutiny as old traditions of knowledge accumulation, social behaviour and professional practice in media undergo their own transformation and reformulation. Colonial inheritances are being questioned and hegemony resisted even in the face of global upheavals.

The devastating impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has given rise to new thinking on the environment, the emergency remote delivery of education, and the provision of housing and healthcare services for the poorest, all over the world. Major deficits in internet access for such services, especially in the Global South, and in minority and ethnic communities in the North, are cause for renewed data gathering, advocacy and action to preserve human rights and an acceptable quality of life for all.

This volume turns the spotlight on two historically and culturally connected regions—Africa and the Caribbean—that are affected by these global developments. Like other developing regions, these two dynamic areas are in constant search of their own solutions, their own voices and their own analytical tools to better understand the contemporary roles of technology, culture and communication in their societies. Africa and the Caribbean, deliberately selected to be the focus of this volume, are important components of the wider grouping of countries referred to as the Global South. The sub-categories or alternative descriptors to this term include ‘developing countries’, ‘emerging economies’, ‘least developed countries (LDC)’, ‘small island developing states (SIDS)’ and ‘lower to middle income countries’, among others. And while each term has its own special focus, the countries and regions encompassed have been subjected to colonial oppression, economic and political hegemony and exploitation of their natural resources. Nevertheless, they reflect resilience, display economic and cultural diversity, operate differing political systems and deploy available global technologies to varying degrees.

Migrants from many of these post colonies constitute part of the diaspora resident in the North. Economic and social conditions among these demographic and especially ethnic groups living in the Global North often approximate some of the adverse conditions that are to be found in some countries of the South, and these have been exacerbated by the ravages of the COVID-19 pandemic. In these respects, Africa and the Caribbean share a great deal in common with other parts of the Global South and many ethnic communities in the Global North. There is much to learn from these two developing regions and for each from the other. At the
same time, these lessons will also likely be instructive to scholars and policy-makers in the Global North.

While we focus in this volume on contributions from Africa and the Caribbean, it is our expectation that subsequent volumes will similarly analyse issues of media, culture and technology in Asia, the wider Latin America, the Pacific and the Middle East, and their intersections with other developing regions.

**Africa and the Caribbean**

Africa is one of the most generously endowed regions of the world in creative human populations and diverse natural resources. Its countries, ethnicities and regions have a long history of self-rule and achievements in science, technology, agriculture and art. It is home to some of the world’s great forests and wildlife and perhaps the greatest aggregation of indigenous languages. It also has a history of conflicts, drought and unresolved political challenges for which it has established institutional responses such as the African Union and its predecessor, the Organisation of African Unity, working in association with international counterparts. Being a large continent, Africa has distinct regions, with varied cultures, religions and shifting demographics. While chapters on Africa in this volume are drawn predominantly from Southern Africa, given responses to the call for inputs, the scope of the book also encompasses other parts of the continent, including East and West Africa.

The Caribbean is one of the most beautiful regions of the world, with tourism and cultural products that are in demand globally. Its economies feature the mining of bauxite and petrochemicals, production of agricultural goods and the global marketing of music, fashion, cuisine and other cultural products. Most countries in the Caribbean region have a youthful, educated and tech savvy population, and a workforce that is largely open to global employment and travel. The region produces some of the fastest athletes in the world as well as scholars of global repute. At the same time, some of its countries are beset by high rates of crime and violence, poverty and unemployment, reflecting slow economic growth rates and faltering productivity levels. The human history of the Caribbean dates back thousands of years, with migrant indigenous civilisations which were mostly decimated by European colonial conquests.

Most parts of Africa and the Caribbean share a history of colonialism and European hegemony lasting over centuries. The two regions were
polar sites for the abhorrent human trafficking activities in a slave trade that demeaned all its key actors and victims at various stages of the process: those who facilitated human capture in Africa, the prime enforcers and economic beneficiaries in Europe and the vast number of enslaved Africans whose destinations included not only colonised regions of the Caribbean but also the Americas.

Centuries of the slave trade sought to reduce the proud offspring of Africa to mere human chattel, transported through the so-called ‘middle passage’ and encamped on hostile plantations in the Caribbean and the Americas where they fought incessantly for their freedom. The labour migration system called indentureship, with key similarities to enslavement, saw the later arrival in the Caribbean region of waves of Indian and, to a lesser extent, Chinese labourers, who now make up an important part of the region’s population, in independence.

In parts of Southern Africa, a depraved European colonial system of repression and disempowerment eventually spawned the despicable racist ideology of apartheid. That this appalling repression of the majority black population operated as state policy in South Africa well into the last decade of the twentieth century is a measure of the tenacity of racism and its international capitalist economic support systems.

Despite the indignity, brutality and genocide of British, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Belgian, German, Italian and Dutch colonialism in Africa and the Caribbean, the peoples of these regions have survived. They won hard-fought anti-colonial struggles, some emerging to establish vibrant renewed societies, with diverse cultural and ethnic communities. In the present era, Africa and the Caribbean enjoy numerous affinities and a modern political history of people-to-people solidarity.

As an example of this pan-African solidarity, the great South African novelist, Peter Abrahams, made Jamaica his home for decades. Speaking in an interview in 2004, he remarked, ‘There are places in South Africa where you think you are in Jamaica, and there are other parts of Africa that are like that. Jamaica is Africa to me’ (in Dunn 2011, p. 512). When anti-apartheid hero and South Africa’s first black President visited Jamaica in July 1991, the incumbent Jamaican Prime Minister, Michael Manley, spoke for the entire Caribbean Community (CARICOM) region and perhaps wider afield when he declared of Mandela, ‘When you set foot on our soil, we are welcoming one of the greatest symbols of courage and heroism in our time’ (Gleaner Archives 2017).
Caribbean cultural exponents such as Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, Jimmy Cliff and Burning Spear campaigned for the liberation of Zimbabwe and South Africa, and heralded African liberation in general, in the tradition of legendary antecedent pan-Africans such as Marcus Garvey of Jamaica, George Padmore of Trinidad and Tobago, Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana and Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, among others.

New shoots of this historical, political and cultural interaction have been emerging in recent decades, with prospects of societal renewal, and economic and technological transformation. At the same time, ongoing surges in cross-border migration and human trafficking have added complexity to a human process of becoming, that is forever in flux in Africa and the Caribbean. It is akin to an era described by Mbembe as the ‘post-colony’: ‘a period of embedding, a space for proliferation that is not only solely disorder, chance, and madness but emerges from a sort of violent gust, with its languages, its beauty and ugliness, its ways of summing up the world’ (2001, p. 242). Whatever form that African and Caribbean existence takes, the story must be told mainly by those who live these experiences, who observe the unfolding episodes first-hand and who must critically evaluate the journeys of the continent, regions and associated communities. This is what this book is about.

Eminent Caribbean scholar and late Vice Chancellor of the University of the West Indies, Rex Nettleford (2007), urged the people of both the Caribbean and Africa to build on the lessons learned in the cauldron of mutual oppression and hegemony. For him, the central lesson for institutions as well as individuals is, ‘the on-going need to facilitate the release of the population from a psychic inheritance of self-doubt’, so that new generations emerging from these regions can ‘shape a civil society based on free will, individual rights, mutual respect, equity and social justice’ (Nettleford 2007, p. 13).

It is also to this mission of anti-colonial re-construction, education and liberation that humanist scholar and Brazilian educational theorist, Paulo Freire, expressed commitment and resolve. He argued that in order to transcend chattel slavery and neo-colonial oppression, there must by a process of self-discovery, knowledge building and of conscious educational development. He explained: ‘Just as the oppressor, in order to oppress, needs a theory of oppressive action, so the oppressed, in order to become free, also needs a theory of action’ (Freire 1972, p. 150). In discussing what he calls cultural invasion, Freire postulates that:
Whether urbane or harsh, cultural invasion is thus always an act of violence against the persons of the invaded culture, who lose their originality or face the threat of losing it. In cultural invasion, the invaders are the authors of, and actors in, the process; those they invade are the objects. The invaders mould; those they invade are moulded. The invaders choose, those they invade follow that choice, or are expected to follow it. The invaders act, those they invade have only the illusion of acting, through the actions of the invaders. (Freire 1972, p. 121)

This volume is about taking responsibility to be narrators of our own stories, to be theorists of our own lived experiences and to empower a new generation of scholars willing and able to help mould the present and future of education, culture, media and technology in countries of the Global South, particularly in Africa and the Caribbean.

THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE

In these regions, many of the indigenous cultural processes and overarching global technologies have not been adequately analysed, researched and documented from the perspective of the South. The ongoing impacts of digital eco-systems, new social networks and machine learning on the culture, language, lifestyles, human rights, audiences, governance systems, intellectual property, ethical norms and civic responsibilities in Africa and the Caribbean remain in urgent need of deeper interdisciplinary study, theorising and renewed critical, contextual analysis.

How are popular or folk cultures in these varied countries being impacted by such developments? How can local media be re-imagined in this constantly changing global context? Can home-grown innovation and cultural resilience be stimulated to resist hegemonic, global constructs and help ‘release the psychic inheritance’? Can these regions generate more indigenous content and devices for popular consumption as part of the post-colonial enterprise? And can the Global South enhance its cultural influence and information counterflow to the North and not simply become recipient societies, mere markets or testing grounds for industrialised countries?

The book does not aim to answer all these questions comprehensively. But it seeks to renew dialogue on these possibilities and to make a modest contribution to addressing some of the gaps. Original work by the contributing authors analyse single countries or span regions, with some
analyses encompassing both Africa and the Caribbean in their scope and implications.

The book includes chapters on the challenges and opportunities facing cultural environments and media systems, and examines the roles being played by civic actors, media practitioners, academics, cultural exponents, governments, regulators, audiences and external players in the transformation of societies in these two regions. While it claims no more than a limited contribution to the global debate on vital communication issues, it seeks to evaluate many of the assumptions that govern the often too uncritical adoption of externally generated theoretical constructs and media content. In this respect, it joins a range of other recent critical contributions on key related issues in the Global South, including Ragnedda and Gladkova (2020), Mutsvairo (2018), Wasserman (2018), and Iqani (2015), among others.

STRUCTURE AND CONTRIBUTIONS

The content of this book is presented in four parts, covering chapters on: Conceptualising Research and Technology; Digital Strategies and Transitions; Reforming Media Practices; and Challenging States and Corporations. It captures a combination of theoretical ideas, empirical studies and critical analyses of policies and practices in the countries and regions under study. The 18 other chapters speak of communication and cultural issues across parts of the African continent and Caribbean region, with contributions emanating from the experiences of some 12 of these countries. Sub-regional concerns, media and indigenous populations and the struggles of disadvantaged groups are among the diverse range of issues highlighted. Although there are historical patterns of gender discrimination in the two regions, women continue to play significant roles in the political, social and economic sectors, as they do in contributions to this book. What the chapters have in common is a search for new meaning and alternative approaches to understanding and re-imagining communication and culture in Africa and the Caribbean, with implications for the wider Global South.

We now offer a closer look at the inter-related chapter contributions contained in the four parts of the book.
PART I: CONCEPTUALISING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

The opening part consists of four chapters reflecting some key conceptual and development issues that pervade the entire volume. A chapter by Herman Wasserman of South Africa concerns itself with the quest for alternative theoretical lenses suited for analysing communication and culture in Africa and the wider Global South. Wasserman urges scholars in Africa and elsewhere to respond to the ethical and epistemological questions raised by digital media ‘in ways that are informed by a deep, textured knowledge of context and social relations’. He calls on a new generation of researchers to resist the uncritical adoption of scholarly agendas and frameworks from elsewhere, and to engage in more critical reflections that extend beyond the machinic, while avoiding a lapse into what he calls “a nativist romanticism”.

Hopeton S. Dunn offers new thinking on the conceptual deficits relating to technology and productivity in Africa, the Caribbean and wider South. He argues that in an era of smart technology, emerging robotics, machine learning and neural networks, countries of the South must re-evaluate how creative processes, economic outputs and education are to be managed in order to achieve greater digital productivity and human well-being. He suggests that at the heart of a needed transformational process for many developing countries is a lack of strategic policy-making. He recommends a deliberate development strategy proposed as ‘Globalisation from Within’.

Writing in the same vein, Gordon Bell exposes the negative impacts of over-dependence on imported communication scholarship, a challenge that ‘has hindered the evolution of a distinctive Caribbean paradigm in communication thought’. As exceptions, she identifies certain Caribbean scholars who ‘have distinguished themselves in the area of media and communication research’. However, her well-placed concern is the need for a more integrated Caribbean paradigm in communication research, analysis and theory building, to counter the still dominant imported European and North American content and ideas. To this end, the chapter calls for a ‘review of the ontological, epistemological and methodological assumptions of European and North American media and communication approaches to theory’. Pointing to ‘the rich institutional and creative potential that exists in the region’, Gordon Bell’s chapter seeks to move Caribbean and other peoples from being mere recipients of knowledge ‘to
being active creators of another perspective for understanding human communication and media’.

Taking decolonisation as a point of departure, Musonda Kapatamoyo offers new insights, especially drawn from Southern Africa, into new ways of tackling technology capitalism and unsuitable transnational strategies at the community and global levels. Kapatamoyo’s chapter makes the cogent argument that imitative and pre-packaged telecommunication policies adopted from global power brokers and transnational agencies served mainly to undermine domestic social and economic development in Africa. He contends that these external ‘influencers’ exerted power in two principal waves that prevented the deployment of appropriate policies fit for the domestic or local contexts. ‘After independence’, he notes, ‘many African countries prioritised legacy telecommunication systems using borrowed pathways from developed countries, with limited success’. Kapatamoyo attributes the embrace of these policies by African governments to the force of what he calls ‘persuaded obligation’, a concept with nuances that go well beyond the associated ideas of ‘soft power’. He concludes that ‘communication technologies are more effective when used in processes that engage stakeholders in the selection of the objectives, key issues and relevant channels’ within a society. Such recommended measures of stakeholder consultation, technological self-determination and indigenous telecoms policy-making seem a far cry from the top-down policy-making and technological dependence that characterised much of what was adopted, often unaltered, by uncritical political leaders and willing bureaucrats in the South.

**PART II: DIGITAL STRATEGIES AND TRANSITIONS**

The second part of the book consists of five chapters, carefully selected for their geographical diversity and yet their commonality in demonstrating the value of alternative approaches in the developmental use of media technology. The section traverses four countries across two global regions in critically examining past and present technology deployments and their potential uses in national development. Ranging in scope from tech innovations and community networks in Africa, to the politically unorthodox policies governing mobile commodification in Cuba, and the challenges of digital gaming technologies in fostering national identity in South Africa, these and other inputs bring original and keenly argued
research work to bear on how developing countries can make better choices in technology use and in national policy-making.

To begin, Nicola J. Bidwell who is based in Namibia offers a textured analysis of community information and communications technology (ICT) networks and their role in building local technology alliances to resist transnational and corporate dominance. In her chapter, ‘Decolonising in the Gaps: Community Networks and Identity in African Innovation’, she argues that these local network alliances fill gaps created by telecommunications capitalism, and foster powerful alternative identities in African innovation. It is a message that goes wider than the African continental scope of her chapter.

The contribution by Carol Muñoz Nieves describes the commodification of mobile communications in socialist Cuba as a state-led strategy to capture hard currency. A motivating factor is that Cuba is dependent on external technological transfers, thus having to pay for these technologies at global rates. Largely, the chapter warns that the exorbitant pricing of mobile communication services in Cuba fuels the social divide between the local ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’. This commodification shows a shift in policy, initiated by the Raul Castro administration, to prioritise economic advancement over social gains. It is a commentary on the contradictions faced by a developing Caribbean country with controversial internal policies and confronting hegemonic threats by the decades-old economic blockade unleashed by neighbouring superpower, the United States.

Rachel Lara van der Merwe maps the trajectory of the video gaming sector in South Africa. The chapter focuses on the small but growing video gaming community and analyses whether national identity building was yet evident or consciously projected as part of the creative process. She discovers that the quest for financial viability by the individual gaming projects drove a more global than national approach to character development and storyline. However, she notes that the rudiments of more ‘expressly South African games’ are emerging.

The struggle by San youth of South Africa to produce cultural adaptations of American hip-hop music is the focus of the chapter by Shanade Bianca Barnabas and Itunu Bodunrin. They provide insights into the innovative use of digital media for music production and dissemination, in the face of challenges such as high data charges and limited access to music technologies and to the internet. Adding to growing work on the evolution of low-income digital media production practices, the chapter explores the tactics adopted by these first nation community youth, living on the